
Daily Rigor'.
S*ills . Conceols ,,

Graphs . ltutti-'Strip 'tO

A Use a ruler to find the perimeter of the figure
in centimeters.

Perimeter = centimeters
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B Find each product.

20x3 20 22 22
x4x2x4
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D Write the time that comes before and after the time shown on each clock

35 minutes after 20 minutes after

5 minutes before 30 minutes before
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C Write the number of ones, tens, etcetera that
compose each number.

70,683

.- tens .- ten thousands

- 
thousands : hundreds

- 
ones
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I Brian is 4 feet 6 inches tall. Brianna is 3
inches taller than Brian. Bianca is 3 inches
taller than Brianna. How tall is Bianca?

@4feetginches

@ 5 feet

@5feet2inches

@Sfeet3inches
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2 Latrell has to carry the books shown
below to the library.
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lf he carries 6 books at a time, how many
trips will he have to make to the library?
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4 The length of this rectangle is 2 units

?

lf the perimeter of the rectangle is 22 units,
what is the width of the rectangle in units?

@g @a @z @0
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5 The graph shows the number of players

on four different types of sports teams.

Players Per Team

Hockey

Lacrosse

Basketball

Baseball

Each means 2 players.

lf each member of a lacrosse team wears
2 gloves, what is the total number of gloves
that all of the players wear?
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3 The 21 students in Ms. Toma's class
keep 3 books in their desks. The
20 students in Mr. Vega's class keep
4 books in their desks. How many books
do the students in Ms. Toma's class keep
in their desks all together?
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